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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Note:- any references to ‘the Student’ made in these Terms and Conditions are made in the knowledge that the 
instrument has been borrowed for the use of the Student, and as the user he/she will be best placed to oversee 
the care of the instrument  and react to any problems that may develop. Until the Student reaches adulthood 
and formally adopts the Agreement however, it remains the primary responsibility of the Guarantor to see that 
due care of the instrument is exercised by the Student and that these Terms and Conditions are fulfilled.  

1.  General 
1.1   The Student – must be domiciled in the UK, not younger than 7 years old and not older than their 25th 
birthday. They will be in full time education, and following a course of musical instruction. They will be expected 
to have been receiving musical instruction for not less than two years preceding the commencement of the 
Agreement. Loans will only be granted to cover a “gap year” by special agreement with BMILS. 

1.2   The Guarantor – must be UK domiciled.

1.3   Any variation in address or contact arrangements must be notified within seven days to BMILS and not 
withheld until  the next annual update.

1.4   The instrument may not be taken out of the UK without the express prior permission, which must be in 
writting, of  BMILS. This will not ordinarily be withheld where suitably supervised school or orchestral trips are 
involved. Instruments may only be carried as cabin luggage and never allowed in the hold of an aircraft.

1.5   The Student is expected to exercise due care of the instrument, maintain it in the condition in which the 
instrument was originally loaned, and keep it in a safe place at all times, including whilst in transit or unattended.

1.6   The Initial Loan Period is for 3 years from the date of the Agreement. The period may be extended annually 
thereafter or to cover a specific period by written agreement with BMILS.

1.7   The annual charge and deposit required is based on the instrument/bow valuation shown in the Agreement. 
The annual charge will ordinarily remain unchanged during the initial loan period, but BMILS reserves the right 
to vary these at any time at its own discretion. Should this event occur, any new price, which will be advised to 
the student in writting in advance, will not be applied before the next anniversary of the Agreement.

Note: - Many instruments are loaned to BMILS in the first place, and the lenders often maintain a keen interest 
in the life of their instrument.  Occasionally this also applies to newly donated instruments. Wherever possible 
– as BMILS will advise individually – it is helpful to the Scheme and in the spirit of the voluntary support such 
lenders provide if the Student can keep in touch with them from time to time (not less than annually) regarding 
their progress and musical activities.

2.  Commencement of the Agreement   
2.1   The instrument will be supplied correctly set up and accompanied by a current condition report detailing 
any previous repairs, cracks or marks.

2.2   A case will be provided.

2.3   Stringed instruments will have a new set of strings and have been checked by the BMILS luthier. Bows will 
have been rehaired.

2.4   On signature of the Agreement the required refundable deposit (see below) will be paid.  You will be billed 
for the annual loan charge after a four week trial period. Bows valued in excess of £ 1000 may require a separate 
deposit.  The annual loan charges may be paid either in one amount or by making arrangements for monthly 
direct debit.

2.5   The Guarantor will take out insurance of the instrument/bow within 24 hours of signing the Agreement, for 
worldwide cover, for all risks including unattended vehicle cover, with a specialist musical instrument insurer, for the 
valuation shown on the Agreement. This must apply from the day following signing of the Agreement and BMILS 
must be informed, within seven days of the signing of the Agreement, of the insurer’s identity and policy number. 

Your instrument will not be covered by BMILS insurance after this time and you will become liable for any loss 
or damage.

2.6   The Student’s name and address must be entered on the label attached to the case, and also name, 
address and telephone number placed inside the case.

2.7   If the instrument proves unsuitable an appointment must be made, in advance, to return it to BMILS in person 
within one month of the Agreement date in its original condition and a receipt from BMILS must be obtained.

3.  Loss, Damage or Theft
3.1   Where loss or theft or damage to the instrument occurs BMILS and the relevant Insurance Company should be 
notified immediately. Where theft is suspected the Insurance Company will also require the police to be notified 
and a Crime Reference Number to be obtained. In the case of damage BMILS should be contacted in person 
within 48 hours and their advice obtained regarding where the instrument should be taken for assessment. In the 
case of material damage, BMILS reserves the right to request a statement of circumstances and/or photographs 
of the instrument/bow. Repairs may not be carried out without the express authorisation of BMILS.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONT.

4.  Termination of the Agreement
4.1   BMILS reserves the right to terminate the Agreement and recall the instrument at any time. Where no 
breach of Terms or Conditions is involved normally three months notice will be given, and where appropriate a 
substitute instrument offered. Where termination is consequent upon breach of any of the Terms and Conditions 
of this Agreement, it will be with immediate effect.

4.2 If the Student wishes to terminate the Agreement voluntarily before completion of the initial borrowing 
period they are required to have the instrument serviced, the bow re-haired, and provide a set of strings of 
identical or equivalent value to those originally supplied. The procedure for return of the instrument, unless 
otherwise agreed, (as below) must then be followed.

5. Annual Requirement
5.1  Complete and submit the Annual Update Form to BMILS and verify contact and education details.

5.2 Have the instrument / bow serviced annually by the Approved Instrument Repairer and provide BMILS with   
documentary evidence that this has been carried out.

5.3  Prompt payment of the Annual Loan Charge where no direct debit arrangements are already in place. 

5.4  Renewal of Instrument Insurance.

6. Instrument Maintenance
6.1   BMILS will cover the cost of routine work as listed below:

 General cleaning

 Bridge & sound-post repairs / replacement

 Fingerboard shoot / replacement

 Adjustment / bushing / peg replacement

 Open seams

 New pads /springs and re-corking 

              Regulation and adjustment

6.2   The following items are not included in routine work and are the responsibility of the Student:

 Lapping and thumb grips on bows

 Bow re-hair

 New strings

 New / alternative tailpieces / endpins / spikes

 Re-cutting bridge

 Specialist bridges

 Repairs necessitated by the opening of old cracks.

Note:  Under the special terms of the insurance policy with Allianz Cornhill new cracks due to atmospheric 
damage are covered. Other insurers may not cover this, please check with your insurer first.

6.3   No alterations may be made to any instrument without the express authorisation of BMILS, which must be 
sought and approved in writting.

7. Returning the Instrument/Bow
7.1   Instruments must be returned in person and by appointment with a member of BMILS staff who will issue a 
formal receipt. 

7.2   Instruments must not be left at Benslow Reception as Benslow Music staff are not authorised to issue receipts.

7.3   Instruments will be inspected by our luthier for damage on return and BMILS reserves the right to retain 
a proportion or the whole of the deposit to meet subsequent repair costs, or to make supplementary charges 
should this prove insufficient.

7.4   The Instrument Log Book and Service Record MUST be returned together with the instrument/bow. Your 
deposit may be withheld if you do not return it or it is incomplete. 

Subject to the detailed Terms and Conditions above, and the guarantee provided by the Guarantor, the 
Benslow Musical Instrument Loan Scheme (BMILS) has agreed to lend the Student, for the Initial Loan 
Period, the above instrument and/ or bow in its care.


